June 14, 2011

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by Alaska Native Studies / DANSRD)
149-UPCh. Program Change: B.A. and Minor - Alaska Native Studies: concentrations changed and expanded from two to four; the "General" concentration becomes "Alaska Native Forms of Cultural Expression"; the "Language" concentration becomes "Alaska Native Language"; and "Alaska Native Education" and "Alaska Native Law, Government and Politics" are new concentrations; new core degree requirements have been identified; the minimum required credits are now 120 (from 130); effective Fall 2012.

Effective: Fall 2012, unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: June 14, 2011
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: 
DATE: 
Chancellor's / Provost's Office